
PRO apPROach to channelling nerves

Being yourself with your authentic voice

Developing your speaker styles

Belief in the power of your personal story

Assured and compelling delivery

CONNECTION

CHANGE

Does the thought of

public speaking make

you go weak at the

knees?

Do you want to share

your vision and

inspire your listeners

to change? 

Speeches and presentations you'll be proud of

Do you own the stage

and deliver real value to

your audience - no

matter who they are?

CONFIDENCE 

3 ESSENTIALS OF  STANDOUT TALKS AND PRESENTATIONS

"Without Lyn's support, my story may never have
been told. It has opened doors for me and made me

so much stronger and confident. I am now being
invited to speak at events and am positively

impacting the lives of others. I am indebted to Lyn
for launching me into an arena I wouldn't have

imagined in my wildest dreams. Lyn has shown me
that dreams really can come true"

Quickly and clearly answering your audience's

'What's In It For Me?' question  

It's not about you! - connecting and engaging 

Memorable storytelling 

From informing to moving your audence 

Developing and sharing your vision 

Persuasion vs inspiration

Thought leadership 



Have the confidence to find your voice

and own the stage

Build a compelling message and story

to enthral and  move your audience

Share your vision and enjoy the

rapturous applause

Lyn Roseaman of Now You're Talking is a

professional, public speaking coach and

bestselling author. She has faced the

challenges and overcome them

She knows what she's talking about and

she will show you how to make the three

essentials of great presentations -

Confidence, Connection and a message

that drives Change - work in any situation

so that you...

Fast track your learning with fun and

enthusiasm - presenting and public

speaking are skills you can learn and Lyn is

passionate about showing you

how, leaving you free to concentrate on

what you want to say and how you

want to say it

Speeches and presentations you'll be proud of

lyn@nowyouretalking.co.uk +44 7789 622 500www.nowyouretalking.co.uk

Lyn Roseaman @lynroseaman  @nowurtalking

"Lyn helped me structure my presentation, gave me a clear view on what to include and

how to deliver it. I felt more confident going into the pitch, where normally I'm

incredibly nervous and avoid presenting altogether! The feedback after my pitch was

incredibly positive and has led to an amazing opportunity for me and my business"

Bespoke and fully flexible workshops – Cherry pick what’s right for you. Then, get

in touch and we will put together the ideal, cutting-edge programme for you


